Students´ Feedbacks
Preston is a small ordinary English town with typical English weather and I am pleased I could spend
there a few days. Someone could complain it was quite small and not enough interesting town but in
my opinion it is nice to visit some ordinary places where you can learn better what is it like to live in
Great Britain as an ordinary habitant……….. I love visiting the most interesting and beautiful places as
anyone else but getting to know ordinary places and people has its charm and I like it maybe even
more. Sometimes it helps you to realize how lucky you are and it helps you more appreciate the
place where you live.
Adriana
The second point is that when you have some experience with people from foreign countries you
become more open-minded, tolerant and maybe friendly. You see that every nation have their own
specifics and you should to try act with them in different ways.
Iva
It made me realize that every culture has some patterns of behavior but this pattern is not the rule.
We cannot generalize manners. We should learn what can be insulting for some culture, what can be
appropriate to do when we are somewhere around local people but we should approach every
person differently. We should avoid stereotypes.
Monika
I think this exchange program was perfect because you can get so much from it! I have new friends in
England who make me more open-minded. I´ve got another point of view on everything and valuable
contacts in other countries. Also my language skills have improved a lot and I have seen new
techniques and skills in education and working groups which I will use in practice. I recommend this
kind of program to everyone who wants to work or live abroad.
Filip
To see the styles of life of other students make me think about my own one, about how to study
better, how to improve my potential when it comes to school and personal life, to learn how to enjoy
the bad moments, the bad things. How to take positive part of negative things. Just seeing how other
people live made me realize that every person is a different world, and that when you make a new
friend and new world opens to you, you get to know amazing things that you could not know just
being you.
Jesus

